HAWKEYES PREPARED TO MEET MIDWATERS AT 4:10 THIS P.M.

Will be First Home Big Ten Game of Season

Hoping To Win Despite Record

The program will be the last home game for the Iowa women's basketball team, which is currently ranked first in the country. The team is looking to maintain their winning streak against the visiting Midwaterns.

F. BROWN ORATES FOR UNIVERSITY OF N. I. Q.

Spent His Christmas Holidays in Chicago Settlement Home Preparing His Oration

Frank J. Brown giving his oration on the university campus this week will be the first of three speakers who have been invited to speak at the university. Brown has been the president of the university for the past three years.

PAN-BELLICUS IS CONTINUING ANNUAL BASEBALL CONTEST

Will Play Games in Two Districts to Determine Membership of the League

The Pan-Bellicus annual baseball contest will take place on May 1. The contest will be divided into two districts, with the final game to be held in Iowa City. The contest is an annual event and is open to all members of the university.

LYING LOVELY GONE TO THE WIND

Folding比利 calling on Mound Duty—Fight Bill on Third Base

The University Baseball Team is preparing for the upcoming season. The team is looking to improve their record and make a strong showing in the conference.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CAREENTS.

Paul R. Rockwood, coach of the baseball team, has written instructions for parents of players. The instructions cover the behavior expected of players during games and practices.

CAMPFIRE GIRLS IN OUTFIT THIS SUMMER

University Camp Will Be Held at Lake Okoboji Sometime in Month of August

The University of Iowa Women's Camp will be held in August. The camp is an annual event and is open to all members of the university.

MOVIE REVIEWER ADVISES FRESHMEN ABOUT JOURNALISM

"Kitty Kelley" of the Collegian advises freshmen to maintain enthusiasm with the work of the magazine. The advice is aimed at encouraging freshmen to get involved in the magazine and take on leadership roles.

WAS GRADUATED FROM IOWA IN 1910

Saw Have Name To Be Reliable, Quick, Shrewd, and Able to Write Things.

The advice is aimed at encouraging freshmen to get involved in the magazine and take on leadership roles. The advice is aimed at encouraging freshmen to get involved in the magazine and take on leadership roles.
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CONTEMPORARY OPINION

ON LEAVING COLLEGE EARLY

By College Counsel

It becomes evident that a number of our students are
wishing to leave college early this spring in order to
work up summer work on the farm. Circumstances,
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A CONVERSATION

Between Mr. Doubtful and Mr. Right

Mr. Doubtful: "I don't see how I can buy any more Liberty Bonds. I bought all I could last fall. I'm not a rich man and I don't think it's fair just to expect me to do anything more than I have done."

Mr. Right: "Let's see—your next-door neighbor's boy enlisted, didn't he?"

Mr. Doubtful: "Yes, he's over in France now. Mighty fine, swell boy, that!"

Mr. Right: "Exactly, and some day that splendid boy, the pride of his parents' hearts, may go over the top in a gal- lent charge, stop a German bullet, and fall in the mud and debris of No Man's Land. Isn't that asking too much of him, and of his family? Is that 'fair'? Is that 'just'?"

Mr. Doubtful: "Why, it's awful, of course, but it can't be helped. This is war, and men have to be killed in it."

Mr. Right: "You've said it—this is war! To win the war it might be neces- sary for the government to take your factory away from you, and ruin your business. It might be necessary to take your house and turn you out in the street. What of that? Is that as great a sacrifice as your neighbor makes, or stands ready to make, when he gives his boy to his country? Yet you don't think it's your duty to pinch and save, and borrow if it be, in order to buy Liberty Bonds, and thus help shorten the war, make vic­ tory certain, and save the lives of thou­ sands of American boys who will other­wise be uselessly sacrificed."

Mr. Doubtful: "I guess that's true, Mr. Right, I have been thinking. I'll stop complaining and criticizing, and put up my last dollar if need be, to help win this war."

---

VARISITY DANCE, CO. A ARMOR

Mahana and Ogle 5-Piece Orchestra
NEW SPRING SHOES PARKWAY LAST
New Buck Top, Golf Vamp TAN AND KHAKI ALL SIZES Specially priced at $10 The Shoe that is guaranteed Other good makes at $4.95 $5.00 $7.00 and up Bremers' GOLDEN EAGLE Outfitters for Men from Head to Foot

Want Ads

WANTED—Typewriting. Export of chosen hours, or general work. E. M. Blackard. Phone 479.

WANTED—Typesetting, Exploit of chosen hours, or general work. E. M. Blackard. Phone 479.


WANTED—Close soft caps at J. C. Pennington Co.

FOR RENT—Four modern furnished rooms for light housekeeping adults. 4 Prentiss Street. 1011.

Your being next year—problem solved. Instead of furnished house we will rent you. Red 1443.

WANTED—Thirty more men for practical war preparation. No subscription. One side a day rate noble man over 5000 monthly—Contributions advanced—No delivery. Phone Black 1444 for interview 167.


LOST—A shoulder pin. PINNER canet.

COURTSHIP IS THE FOLLOWING GOOD

THE PROFESSOR CUTS UP

"I would not have believed it if I hadn't actually seen it," greed a elf of the band concert, as she watched one of the dignified professors ship slightly second and jump over the iron railing.

"I wonder if it is the influence of the moon, or what," she reminisced. Further investigation showed that the kindly bearded professor had bald under the eyes and dignity which for the amusement of an intemperate youngster.

Buy a Liberty Bond.

MILADY'S HAIRPIN LEADS LONG, VARIED AND EXCITING LIFE

Did you ever take a real good look at that harmless little bush piece of wood that holds milady's lock in place? No? Then you've missed something.

Our old friend Noah Webster says hairpins is a "pin usually fastened at front of hair and back of head." But Noah wrote that definition a good many years ago, so he doesn't know everything about the hairpin. Shape is in circulation today.

No girls will openly confess that they are superstitious, but when a hairpin drops out of her hair she unconsciously worries about it. A good deal. You may not know it, but you lose that hairpin, the lock of your hair. It's a sure sign.

The next time you see a hairpin on the corner of Washington and Clinton streets, and stop ap- parently in the street, don't run around. Just in front of her is placed invisible hairpin and as traces for this idea may never be the head that she is attempting to solve the problem of the h. c. e. 1.

But she isn't. If you watch carefully you will see her walking to the nearest one, and reaching far above her head, fastens the hairpin securely in the back of the head.

At this particular point of observation you may picture her, as a detective, or a snake charmer, or some well-known state institution, or the head of the band concert, or the like, also it is neither. By picking up that pin she has secured a dare for herself in the near future, and the hatred of the gentleman in question is determined at the distance from the pin the pin now holds in the tree to the ground. Do you get that? Now if you don’t tread the very beauty of this little yarn, some of these many afternoon walk up Clinton street in direction of Carter Hall. On the left side of the street made a close observation of the trees about six feet from the ground, as through you were looking for something, and you will find the proof of this take staking in the branch and make war body of said trees. And all that you won’t put there as props for those trees, either.

CONCERT GIVEN

The Junior Girls' Glee club gave a concert at Oakdale last evening. Those were accompanied by Miss A. W. at the home announcement parlor. The clapping was held Tuesday afternoon, and was carried away by the making of delicious drinks from the home food stuff. The demonstration dealt mutually with nuts. Next Tuesday another demonstration will be held, allowing the rose of another product.

MANY ATTEND HOME SHOW

Three hundred persons of whom about half were Iowa-students attended the show held Tuesday afternoon, and were carried away by the making of delicious drinks from the home food stuff. The demonstration dealt mutually with nuts. Next Tuesday another demonstration will be held, allowing the rose of another product.

These make up the usual Dutch lunch—but will you serve? For years the hat and horns have been asking themselves that same question—perhaps never more so than at the present time when "roomers-down-times" parties. Now, there is a really good one.

THE IDEAL BEVERAGE

The distinctly new creation in soft drinks is Ridgely's—steeped-refined. It is delicious with the wholeness of the chizen cruch—supposing with the hop and the fruit it's got. It's an old lady's drink. It is the base. It is in fact to Ridgely's that
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"I know everything about the hairpin. Shape is in circulation today." By picking up that pin she has secured a dare for herself in the near future, and the hatred of the gentleman in question is determined at the distance from the pin the pin now holds in the tree to the ground. Do you get that? Now if you don’t tread the very beauty of this little yarn, some of these many afternoon walk up Clinton street in direction of Carter Hall. On the left side of the street made a close observation of the trees about six feet from the ground, as through you were looking for something, and you will find the proof of this take staking in the branch and make war body of said trees. And all that you won’t put there as props for those trees, either.

CONCERT GIVEN

The Junior Girls' Glee club gave a concert at Oakdale last evening. Those were accompanied by Miss A. W. at the home announcement parlor. The clapping was held Tuesday afternoon, and was carried away by the making of delicious drinks from the home food stuff. The demonstration dealt mutually with nuts. Next Tuesday another demonstration will be held, allowing the rose of another product.

MANY ATTEND HOME SHOW

Three hundred persons of whom about half were Iowa-students attended the show held Tuesday afternoon, and were carried away by the making of delicious drinks from the home food stuff. The demonstration dealt mutually with nuts. Next Tuesday another demonstration will be held, allowing the rose of another product.

These make up the usual Dutch lunch—but will you serve? For years the hat and horns have been asking themselves that same question—perhaps never more so than at the present time when "roomers-down-times" parties. Now, there is a really good one.